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Mechano-switching devices from carbon wire-carbon nanotube junctions
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Well-known conductive molecular wires, such as cumulene or polyyne, provide a model for interconnecting
molecular electronics circuits. In recent experiments, the appearance of carbon wire bridging between two-
dimensional electrodes, i.e., graphene sheets, was observed [C. Jin et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 205501 (2009)], thus
demonstrating a mechanical way of producing cumulene. In this work, we studied the structure and conductance
of carbon wire suspended between carbon nanotubes (CNTs) of different chiralities (zigzag and armchair), and
corresponding conductance variation upon stretching. We found that the geometric structure of the carbon wire
bridging CNTs was similar to the experimentally observed structures in carbon wire obtained between graphene
electrodes. We show a way to modulate conductance by changing bridging sites between carbon wire and CNTs
without breaking the wire. Observed current modulation via cumulene wire stretching or elongation together with
CNT junction stability makes this a promising candidate for use in mechano-switching devices for molecular
nanoelectronics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Carbon-based materials have become the most promis-
ing candidates for nanoelectronic applications. Applications
of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphenes have already
emerged in, for example, field effect transistors (FETs),1–3

electrical interconnections,4 and sensors.5,6 However, linear
carbon wires, i.e., cumulene and polyyne, have received
little attention due to the difficulty of getting access to the
pure wire.7 Cumulene, in particular, was proposed as the
ideal molecular wire.8 However, it is still challenging to
experimentally create such a metal-molecule junction since
cumulene wire is generally unstable.

The appearance of cumulene bridging CNTs or graphene
was recently observed experimentally9–12 using electron irra-
diation in a high-resolution transmission electron microscope
(TEM), thus demonstrating a mechanical way of producing
this carbon wire. An axial strain was induced on graphene or
CNT by a high-energy TEM beam resulting in fracture. This
led to the establishment of a carbon wire-CNT junction.9,11 The
resulting carbon wires were more stable than those produced
using earlier approaches. However, long wires (>10 carbon
atoms) appeared to be unstable.11 Recently, a carbon wire
bridged between graphene sheets was shown to perform as a
bistable switch.13,14 It operated for many thousands of cycles
without degradation, which is important from an application
point of view.

Theoretical investigations were done on the structure
of carbon wire-CNT junctions.12,15,16 Carbon wire bridging
between CNTs or graphene sheets can transform into either
cumulene or polyyne9,12,17 before breaking the junction.
Using a nonequilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) approach,
Khoo et al.18 observed negative differential resistance in a
carbon wire-capped CNT junction, joined through an sp3

bond. Recently, carbon wire connected to graphene sheets19,20

representing infinite radii of CNT was studied theoretically.
This revealed that different electronic functions are possible
such as molecular switches,21 molecular rectifiers,22 and
molecular spintronic devices.23 Carbon wires connected to
gold,24,25 lithium,26 and fullerene27 electrodes have also been
investigated.

In this paper, we present the transport properties of short
carbon wire suspended between CNT electrodes employing
the NEGF technique based on density functional theory (DFT).
Varying the gap width between the electrodes changed the wire
structure and contact geometries of the junction. The latter is
specific for CNT electrodes, in which the bridging site can
be appropriately adjusted to the change of junction lengths.
We focused on the variation in conductance of the carbon
wire via repeated compression and elongation of the junction,
effectively leading to a prominent difference in conductance.
We considered zigzag (4,0)CNT and armchair (4,4)CNT, due
to very small diameters of the CNTs experimentally observed
before fracture.11 The influence of CNT chiralities (zigzag and
armchair) on conductance has been investigated. Additionally,
oscillating conductance behavior, typical for cumulenes of dif-
ferent lengths8,28,29 was reproduced. Upon junction stretching,
the current-voltage characteristics of the carbon wire-zigzag
junctions showed high- and low-conduction states (referred
to as ON and OFF states) at elevated bias, corresponding
to cumulene and polyyne structures, respectively. It should
be emphasized that we produced ON and OFF states by
changing the wire configuration without breaking wires, while
Standley et al.13 experimentally demonstrated a switch works
by breaking cumulene wire.

Experimental studies of graphene and CNT edges revealed
several complex rearrangements.30–32 Migration of carbon
wire along the graphene edge was experimentally observed.9

Carbon wire could jump along graphene or CNT edges with
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